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60 Old Republic ... - Swmini

Synergy: This character gets a +4 bonus to Attack when the specified ally is within 6 squares. Transfer Essence: (Force; 1 Force point) A character using this ... 
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★ ★



◆ ◆ ◆ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ◆ ◆ ● ● ◆ ✪



✪ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ●



Clone Commander Cody Clone Commander Gree Depa Billaba Even Piell General Windu Jedi Padawan Jedi Weapon Master Kashyyyk Trooper Mas Amedda Queen Amidala Qui-Gon Jinn, Jedi Master Republic Commando – Boss Republic Commando – Fixer Republic Commando – Scorch Republic Commando – Sev Saleucami Trooper Utapau Trooper SEPARATIST ❑ 39/60 Crab Droid ❑ 40/60 Darth Maul, Champion of the Sith ❑ 41/60 Darth Sidious, Dark Lord of the Sith ❑ 42/60 Octuptarra Droid



❑ 22/60 ❑ 23/60 ❑ 24/60 ❑ 25/60 ❑ 26/60 ❑ 27/60 ❑ 28/60 ❑ 29/60 ❑ 30/60 ❑ 31/60 ❑ 32/60 ❑ 33/60 ❑ 34/60 ❑ 35/60 ❑ 36/60 ❑ 37/60 ❑ 38/60



◆ ★ ★ ★



★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ◆ ◆ ● ★ ★ ★ ◆ ● ● ● ● ●



There are four levels of collectability: ●: Common; ◆: Uncommon; ★: Rare; ✪: Very Rare.



REBEL ❑ 43/60 Hoth Trooper with Atgar Cannon ❑ 44/60 Luke Skywalker, Young Jedi ❑ 45/60 Yoda of Dagobah IMPERIAL ❑ 46/60 Coruscant Guard ❑ 47/60 Dark Trooper Phase I ❑ 48/60 Dark Trooper Phase II ❑ 49/60 Darth Vader, Champion of the Sith ❑ 50/60 Sandtrooper ❑ 51/60 Snowtrooper with E-Web Blaster NEW REPUBLIC ❑ 52/60 Corran Horn ❑ 53/60 Jacen Solo ❑ 54/60 Jaina Solo FRINGE ❑ 55/60 Arcona Smuggler ❑ 56/60 Gundark ❑ 57/60 HK-47 ❑ 58/60 R5 Astromech Droid ❑ 59/60 Ugnaught Demolitionist ❑ 60/60 Varactyl Wrangler



Bounty hunters™ at your local Star Wars ™ miniatures game store. OLD REPUBLIC ❑ 1/60 Bastila Shan ❑ 2/60 Jedi Consular ❑ 3/60 Jedi Guardian ❑ 4/60 Jedi Sentinel ❑ 5/60 Old Republic Commander ❑ 6/60 Old Republic Soldier SITH ❑ 7/60 Dark Jedi ❑ 8/60 Dark Jedi Master ❑ 9/60 Dark Side Enforcer ❑ 10/60 Darth Bane ❑ 11/60 Darth Malak ❑ 12/60 Darth Nihilus ❑ 13/60 Exar Kun ❑ 14/60 Massassi Sith Mutant ❑ 15/60 Sith Assault Droid ❑ 16/60 Sith Trooper ❑ 17/60 Sith Trooper ❑ 18/60 Sith Trooper Commander ❑ 19/60 Ulic Qel-Droma REPUBLIC ❑ 20/60 Barriss Offee ❑ 21/60 Clone Commander Bacara
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AGE 12+ MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU. The Champions of the Force™ set introduces a new era to the Star Wars Miniatures game: the war between the Old Republic and the Sith, over four thousand years before the rise of the Empire. The two sides form two new factions in this set.



SPECIAL ABILITIES AND FORCE POWERS New and revised special abilities, Force powers, and terms that directly affect the Champions of the Force set are described here. Absorb Energy: (Force; 2 Force points) When a character using this Force power is hit by a nonmelee attack, it can avoid the damage with a save of 11. If this character avoids damage in this way, it also removes existing damage equal to the prevented damage. The character cannot gain more Hit Points than its original total. You must decide whether to use this Force power immediately after the attack hits. Afﬁnity: The speciﬁed character can be in the speciﬁed squad even if it belongs to a different faction. That character’s faction is now considered to be the same as that squad’s. For example, Mas Amedda would have the Imperial faction if he is in an Imperial squad. Battle Meditation: (Force; 2 Force points) The commander effect granted by this Force power is in addition to any existing commander effects. The bonus it confers is cumulative with other effects that improve combined ﬁre. Booming Voice: If this character is in your squad, any allies with commander effects normally limited to 6 squares have the range limit removed. Damage Reduction: When this character would take damage, reduce the damage dealt by the listed amount. Resolve this ability only after all Bodyguard decisions have been made. Attacks by adjacent enemies with lightsabers, or with the Lightsaber Throw Force power, ignore this special ability. Dark Armor: When this character would take damage, it makes a save of 11. If the save is successful, reduce the damage dealt by 10. Resolve this ability only after all Bodyguard decisions have been made. Attacks by adjacent enemies with lightsabers, or with the Lightsaber Throw Force power, ignore this special ability. Dark Force Spirit: (Force) If a character with this Force power is defeated, each enemy character with a Force rating automatically loses the listed number of Force points each time it activates for the rest of the skirmish. This effect even applies to characters with Force ratings who enter play later. If there are no enemy characters with a Force rating, this Force power has no effect. Drain Life: (Force; 1 Force point) A character using this Force power deals the listed amount of damage to a target living enemy within 6 squares and also removes that amount of damage from itself. The enemy can negate both effects with a save of 11. Using Drain Life is not an attack and does not require an attack roll. Empathy: Allies with Savage within 6 squares of this character are treated as if they did not have that special ability. If they begin a turn within 6 squares, they can ignore the movement restrictions imposed by Savage. Whenever they are within 6 squares, they are subject to commander effects. Force Alter: (Force; 1 Force point) An enemy within 6 squares must reroll its last attack. It does not have to be a legal target. You must decide whether to use this Force power immediately after the attack roll is made. Force Ascetic: This character cannot spend Force points to reroll or move faster; it can use named Force powers only. Force Empathic: This character takes the listed amount of damage each time an ally with a Force rating is defeated. Force Sense: (Force; 1 Force point) All enemy characters lose the Stealth special ability for the rest of the round. Force Stun: (Force; 1 Force point) A target living enemy within 6 squares is considered activated this round. That enemy can avoid this effect with a save of 11. Fragile: This character can no longer attack if its remaining Hit Points are fewer than the listed number. If damage-removal effects restore its Hit Points total to that number or more, it can once again attack. Jedi Mind Trick: (Force; 1 Force point) A target living enemy within 2 squares is considered activated this round and cannot make attacks of opportunity for the rest of the turn on which this Force power is used. A save of 11 negates all effects. Light Tutor: During setup, if you have this character in your squad, choose an allied Rebel character in your squad. If the chosen ally does not have a Force rating, it gets 1 Force point and is considered to have a Force rating for the duration of the skirmish. If that ally already has a Force rating, it just gets 1 Force point. This character can’t choose itself for the effect. Lightsaber Throw: (Force; 1 Force point) Instead of making its normal attack or attacks, a character using this Force power can make one attack against an enemy within 6 squares, ignoring the Melee Attack restriction. This counts as a nonmelee attack for purposes of effects such as Lightsaber Deﬂect. Machinery: Industrial Repair removes damage from this character, even though it does not have Mounted Weapon.



Mettle: If this character spends 1 Force point to reroll its attack or save, add a +4 bonus to the result. If the character can spend Force points more than once per turn, bonuses from additional uses on the same turn are cumulative. named/name contains: Some effects specify characters. A “named” character must match the speciﬁed name exactly. A character “whose name contains” the speciﬁed words can be any version of that character. Protective: This character gets the listed bonus to Damage while the speciﬁed ally is wounded and within 6 squares. Rapport: This special ability speciﬁes a character and a condition. The speciﬁed character costs 1 less to add to your squad when the speciﬁed condition is met. If that character is defeated, it scores victory points equal to the reduced cost. Satchel Charge: Instead of making its normal attack or attacks, this character removes an adjacent door from the battle grid. It is now an open space and cannot be closed with Override or similar abilities. Shatterpoint: (Force; 1 Force point) Instead of taking its normal turn, a character using this Force power chooses a target enemy within 6 squares. For the remainder of the skirmish, this character’s ﬁrst attack each round against that enemy is considered a natural 20. This includes an attack of opportunity if that is the ﬁrst attack this character makes against that enemy in the round. Sith Hatred: (Force; 1 Force point) A character using this Force power deals the listed amount of damage to all enemy characters within 6 squares. Using Sith Hatred is not an attack and does not require an attack roll. Sith Hunger: (Force; 1 Force point) Instead of making its normal attack or attacks, a character using this Force power deals the listed amount of damage to a target living enemy within 6 squares, and also removes that amount of damage from itself. If the target has Force points remaining, it loses 1 Force point and this character gets 1 Force point. Using Sith Hunger is not an attack and does not require an attack roll. Sith Sorcery: (Force; 2 Force points) All enemy characters within 6 squares are considered activated this round. Each potentially affected enemy can avoid this effect with a save of 11. Splash: If this character’s attack hits, the target takes the attack’s damage as normal and all characters adjacent to the target take the listed amount of damage from Splash (enemies and allies alike). If the attack misses, the target and all adjacent characters take only the listed amount of Splash damage. In either case, a character can avoid the Splash damage with a save of 11. Synergy: This character gets a +4 bonus to Attack when the speciﬁed ally is within 6 squares. Transfer Essence: (Force; 1 Force point) A character using this Force power chooses any living ally, who does not have to be a legal target. Remove that ally from play and place this character in any legal square of the space the ally formerly occupied. That ally is defeated and scores victory points as normal for the opponent. Unleash the Force: (Force; 4 Force points) This Force power is not usable until an ally with a Force rating is defeated. Instead of making its normal attack or attacks, a character with this Force power deals the listed amount of damage to all other characters within 6 squares (enemies and allies alike). Each potentially affected character can reduce the damage by half with a save of 11.



Attacks with Lightsabers Certain special abilities, such as Damage Reduction, list exceptions for “attacks with lightsabers.” These are generally attacks by adjacent characters with lightsabers, but the Lightsaber Throw Force power is an exception. It’s usually easy to tell whether or not a character has a lightsaber by examining its miniature, but a few characters do not have visible lightsabers. A character also counts as having a lightsaber if it has the Lightsaber special ability or a Force power whose name contains the word “Lightsaber.”



Living Characters A living character is a non-Droid and does not have the Mounted Weapon special ability. Certain special abilites in previously published sets should affect only living characters: Dominate, Emergency Life Support, Force Heal, Heal, Homicidal Surgery, Paralysis, and Poison. A Cyborg character counts as living.



Visit Our Website The Star Wars Miniatures website features articles, updates, and previews of upcoming sets. There’s a link to our Star Wars Miniatures message board, where you’ll ﬁnd tournament announcements, advice on building squads, and all sorts of comments from fellow players. Join the action at www.wizards.com/swminis.
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60 Shaak Ti ... - Swmini 

q 44/60 Wookiee Hunter AT-ST.. New Republic q 45/60 Garm Bel Iblis. .... That opponent's initiative check result is automatically 1. If a tie requires rerolling ...
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attacked a character with a Force rating using a character with Jedi Hunter and .... A: The player with the highest initiative check result chooses who goes first in ...
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49/60 Jariah Syn. â˜†. â�‘ 50/60 Kel Dor Bounty Hunter ... 58/60 Yuuzhan Vong Jedi Hunter. â—‡. â�‘ 59/60 ... initiative check, resolve them in initiative order. Cortosis ...
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old 

My mother is (+ young) than my father. 5. Today, the weather is (+ bad) than yesterday. 6. For some people, reading is (- interesting) than using a computer. 7.
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reliable local guide, Ensign Gock finally reveals that he is from the planet Allooine, ... while Chan takes in a late-night swim in the Zero-Gee pool (a cube of water ...
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... NGOÂ´S______________________________________________________________________ 27. 3.6 NATIONAL COUNCIL OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE ...
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RÃ©chauffeur, 60 watts. Calentador, 60 vatios. Hoffman Enclosures Inc. 2100 Hoffman Way. Anoka, MN 55303-1745. (763) 422-2211 www.hoffmanonline.com.
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Legends of the Old Republic: The Horde Invasion ... - Star Wars Sith 

infiltration android; along with Natar, the NPC Hutt Jedi), they were on Tattooine with a bunch of Hutt-hired mercenaries conducting forward recon against the ...
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Old Town 

This boy is cracking up. This boy has broken down. Am. G. D. Em. This boy is cracking up. This boy has broke down. G. C6. C Am. G. She plays it hard, she plays ...
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Democratic Republic of Congo 

DRC is the world's largest producer of cobalt, which is used in the production of batteries for cell phones and other consumer electronics. The country holds more than half of the world's cobalt reserves according to the US Geological Survey. In addi
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19 mars 2014 - Japan. 1,500,000. 2,000,000. 3,500,000. Private donors. Spain. 331. 331. Private donors. Switzerland. 1,486. 1,486. UN programme on.
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Old Friends 

Now I don't know who's got my back. D. G. And somebody told me to light up every room. Bm. A. Make them remember you. D. G. But nobody here knows what ...
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urup - Republic of Rwanda - Prime ... 

14 sept. 2015 - Article 13: Obligations of a loan recipient. Article 14: Reporting of an employee liable for repayment of loan. Article 15: Interest on loan.
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60" grander 

La caja de salida debe poder soportar un mÃnimo de ... RECUERDA - Â¡Apaga el poder! NOTA - El ... PRODUCTOS Y FUENTES DE LIBROS, VISITA. HINKLEY.
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ENCIMERA 60 

Sonia S.A se rÃ©serve le droit de procÃ©der Ã  tout changement sans notification prÃ©alable www.sonia-sa.com espec_659. Imagenes no a escala / Draw not to ...
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